


TRACK LISTING

1. PPS-23
(Le Train Bleu, Lucy Dhegrae soprano)

3’47”

2. Full Spectrum Dominance
(Ensemble IOU, Corey Dargel, narrator)

6’42”

3. The Twist
(Le Train Bleu, Joan Tower, narrator)

5’35”

4. God’s Love
(Ensemble IOU, Lucy Dhegrae, soprano)

4’17”

5. Mortgaging the Earth
(Le Train Bleu, Kendra Colten, Pam Dellal, sopranos)

7’31”

6. Homage
(Ensemble IOU, Kyle Gann, Corey Dargel)

7’52”

7. Apology (to the Next Generation)
(Now Ensemble, Sarah Chalfy, soprano)

10’27”

8. Upon This Hill
(Le Train Bleu, David Graeber, narrator)

10’32”

   
 

A legendary story involves Picasso receiving a visit 
from the SS in his Paris studio.  The officer points to 
a reproduction of the artist’s anti-fascist masterpiece 
Guernica on the wall and asks “Did you do this?  
Picasso’s answer, “No, you did!” conveys what those 
engaged in art or politics intuitively know to be the 
case: the most powerful political and artistic state-
ments are those which speak directly to us. Reflect-
ing who we are, they are not imagined ex nihilo by 
the artist, but caused by forces in the world we have 
created.
 

All the pieces here were caused by the “low dishon-
est decade” beginning with our invasion of Iraq and 
continuing on to the current administration.  Some 
of them reference environmental apocalypse, mass 
murder, human and civil rights outrages by now so 
numerous to have become routine.  Others excavate 
the attitudes and prejudices in prior history which 
made what was to come inevitable. 
 

These are not happy topics, though the patent ab-
surdity of the apologias from official sources and 
their publicists has created a golden age of political 
satire. Citizens of Pompeii probably did, the great 
satirist Tom Lehrer’s claim to the contrary, make 
plenty of jokes about lava.  
 

And so there a few laughs lines, fake fugues, a pop 
tune, bebop, a tango, the twist, a nod to the Carters 
(James, June and Elliott), a snapshot of who we are, 
and who we think we are-an invitation to think and, 
hopefully, to act.



PPS 23
 (2004)
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Performance: 

Le Train Bleu, conducted by Ransom Wilson.

     Lucy Dhegrae                         soprano
     David Southorn                     violin 1 
     Owen Dalby                           violin 2
     Margaret Dyer                       viola
     Mihai Marica                         cello 
     Tony Flynt                              double bass
     Chris Matthews                     flute
     Carl Oswald                           oboe
     Alexey Gorokholinskiy        clarinet
     Brad Balliett                           bassoon
     Hugo Moreno                        trumpet
     Jennifer Griggs                      trombone
     David Kaplan                         piano

Recorded 2/2/2012 KAS Studios, Astoria NY



Text



 

Full Spectrum
 Dominance
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Performance: 

 
     Corey Dargel                                 narrator
     Margaret Lancaster                      narration and tap
     Anouvong Liensavanh                flute   
     David Friend                                 piano
     Adam Grabois                              cello
     Amy Garapic                                 percussion
     Conor Brown                                bass clarinet
     Nick Edwards                               double bass
     John Halle                                     minimoog

Recorded at Bard College, August 10-23, 2013.



Full Spectrum Dominance

Text

U.S. Department of Defense Joint Vision 2020, a.k.a. “The Cheney 
Doctrine”.  (Since removed from DOD website.)

  1)   The ultimate goal of our military force is to accomplish the 
objectives directed by the National Command Authorities. For the 
joint force of the future, this goal will be achieved through full spec-
trum dominance - the ability of US forces, operating unilaterally or 
in combination with multinational and interagency partners, to de-
feat any adversary and control any situation across the full range of 
military operations.

  2)     The full range of operations within full spectrum dominance 
includes maintaining a posture of strategic deterrence. It includes 
theatre engagement and presence activities. It includes conflict in-
volving employment of strategic forces and weapons of mass de-
struction, major theatre wars, regional conflicts and smaller-scale 
contingencies. Full spectrum dominance also includes those am-

biguous situations residing between peace and war, such as peace-
keeping and peace enforcement operations, as well as non-combat 
humanitarian relief operations and support to domestic authorities.

  3)   The label full spectrum dominance implies that US forces are 
able to conduct prompt, sustained, and synchronised operations 
with combinations of forces tailored to specific situations, and with 
access to and freedom to operate in all domains - space, sea, land, 
air and information. Additionally, given the global nature of our in-
terests and obligations, the United States must maintain its overseas 
presence forces and the ability to rapidly project power worldwide in 
order to achieve full spectrum dominance.

  4)    Achieving full spectrum dominance means the joint force (we) 
will fulfill its (our) primary purpose – (which is) victory in war, as 
well as achieving success across the full range of operations, but it 
does not mean that we will win without cost or difficulty. Conflict 
results in casualties despite our best efforts to minimize them, and 
will continue to do so when the force has achieved full spectrum 
dominance… We will win - but we should not expect war in the fu-
ture to be either easy or bloodless…

  5)   The requirement for global operations, the ability to counter ad-
versaries who possess weapons of mass destruction, and the need to 
shape ambiguous situations at the low end of the range of operations 
will present special challenges en route to achieving full spectrum 
dominance. Therefore, the process of creating the joint force of the 
future must be flexible - to react to changes in the strategic environ-
ment and the adaptations of potential enemies, to take advantage of 
new technologies, and to account for variations in the pace of change. 
The source of that flexibility is the synergy of the core competencies 
of the individual Services, integrated into the joint team. These chal-
lenges will require a Total Force composed of well-educated, moti-
vated and competent people who can adapt to the many demands of 
future joint missions. The transformation of the joint force to reach 
full spectrum dominance rests upon information superiority as a 
key enabler, and our capacity for innovation.’



THE TWIST
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Performance: 

Le Train Bleu with Ransom Wilson, conductor 

     Joan Tower                           narrator
     Lucy Dhegrae                       soprano
     David Southorn                   violin 1
     Katie Hyum                          violin 2     
     Nathan Schram                    viola
     Hamilton Berry                   cello 
     Tony Flynt                            bass.
     Amanda Baker                     flute
     James Smith                          oboe   
     Pavel Vinnitsky                    bass clarinet
     Brad Balliett                         bassoon.
     Hugo Moreno                       trumpet
     Alma Liebrecht                    french Horn
     Jennifer Griggs                     trombone
     Pat Posey                               alto sax
     Luke Gay                               tenor sax. 
     David Friend                        piano
     Ian Rosenbaum                    drum set
   

Notes: Composed originally for the Dogs of 
Desire/Common Sense Composers Collective 
collaboration, Albany NY, 3/23/2003.  

Recorded KAS Studios, 2/2/2013 



God’s Love

Performance:  

     Lucy Dhegrae                         vocals
     John Halle                               keyboards
     Conor Brown                          bass, drums, electronics.  
 
Recorded: Red Hook, NY August 10-21, 2013.
 

(2003)
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Lyrics:
 
His name was Tim McVeigh
he was a Green Beret
and he was dying to save the world

from what we saw through the glass
before they slipped him the gas
he sure believed that it was so
 
but he didn’t believe 
what he saw on the news
and he didn’t believe
what they had taught him in school
because he only believed in God
 
And so he called a friend 
who agreed that the end
was coming to the Caucasian race

and they decided to plan
a way to bring back the domination
of the white Christian faith

and they didn’t care
about the kids that they maimed
and they didn’t care at all
who they sent to their grave
because they believed in God
 
 
because they believe in God
they see  the world in in black and white
without color or shadings

because they believe in God
they see only evil
in those who won’t accept  as gospel  
what they take on faith,
 
because they were believers
they never doubted their right
to judge who’s guilty or innocent
because they believed that divine retribution
awaits those who refused to follow
what it was they believed to be God
 
And so they took in their  hands   
the job of punishing man’s transgressions
with the fire of God’s wrath

and the consequence of
their view of what God’s love
meant for us sinners who in their path

was the cold blooded killing of innocent children
in a bible belt state’s
main federal government building
and he went to his grave

believing in God.



Mortgaging 
the Earth 

(2004)
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Performance:

Le Train Bleu, 
Ransom Wilson, conductor
 
Recorded: Feb 1, 2013

     Kendra Colton, Pam Dellal.                      sopranos
     Muneko Otani                                             violin 1                                  
     Francesca Anderegg                                    violin 2
     Nathan Schram                                            viola
     Mihai Marica                                               cello
     Brian Ellingson                                            double bass
     Chris Matthew                                             flute
     Carl Oswald                                                 oboe
     Brad Balliett                                                 bassoon
     Alma Liebrecht                                            french horn



Text





 

H O M A G E

Walid Zamil Karim Salaman Ham Nazar Younis Khalil Ibrahim Alii Hamash al Mousawi 
Raed Ahmed Chibish al Jibouri Muhabir al Husbouri Mindabal Khafaji Muhabiral Alwani 
Hussein Ali Youssef Ali Hussein Youris Yunes Omar Hassan Al Sirhan Arkan Ali Sulaiman Sahib 
Amin Mahdi Mutlack Jam Son of Hussain al Hayali Son of Jamil Mohammed Daughters of Jamil 
Mohammed Son of Qasim Daham al Hamadani Brother of Qasim Khalaf Ayad Son of Sayed 
Ibrahim al Ali Son of Rahim Ali Sudani Son of Hamil Amid Kali Wife  of Muhammed 
Saadi Son of Deadman Wife of Deadman Son of Deadman Daughter of Deadman 
Wife of Ghadban Nahdel Baradei Saadi Ali Youssef Ali Hussein Youris Yunes Omar 
Hassan Al Sirhan Arkan Ali Sulaiman Sahib Amin Ramadi Mutlack Haider Ali Saled 
Khalid Muhammed Khazaal Jasibal Saiedi Munahal Hamdani Dhiabal Hamdani Suad 
Jafari Ikhlas Abdul Hussein Tahaal Juburi Fadi Raad Salim Budawi Ahmed Thanun 
Khalaf Rashid Baha Hasan Radi Ismail Jouwad Khadim Sarhid Hemaiyem Khalil 
Ahmed Jasim Ali Ikhlas Abdul Hussein killed by gunfire Abdul Razak al Na'as killed 
by gunfire Rahim Ali Sudani bound and shot Fattah Dabawi Suicide bomber Ibrahim 
Saleh Othman kidnapped, shot Ayad al Izzi gunfire tortured Rahim Ali Sudani executed Salman Hamad al-
Hamadani found bound tortured and shot Hamza Hussein Fadel found bound, gagged tortured and decapitated 
Bashir al Hasani abducted raped and shot by U.S soldiers eleven years old. Abdul Razak al Naas was a Profes-
sor at Bagdad University He was shot while coming out of his classroom on January third two-thousand four. 
On April eighth Two thousand three Two al Jazeera reporters were killed by rocketfire direct-
ed at the Palestine Hotel, inBaghdad. On January eighth two thousand four U.S. warships dropped ten 
tenthousand pound bombs on a Baghdad neighborhood killing two members of the Baghdad Sym-
phony twelve children Iraq's best known portrait artist and poet. Not to mention countless civilians 
Mothers, fathers, grandparents and their children and grandchildren
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Performance:
 
     Marka Gustavsson                       violin
     Adam Grabois                              cello
     Conor Brown                               clarinet
     Amy Garapic                                percussion

     Narrators - Corey Dargel, Margaret Lancaster, Conor
         Brown, Eileen Brickner, Marka Gustavsson,
         John Halle, Kyle Gann
 
     Recorded in Red Hook NY, 
                     Bard College, July-August 2013.
 
Text

     Mortality list from 
     Iraq Body Count and 
     U.S. Department of Defense.
 
 
 



Salomon Bailey was killed on Monday Christopher Daily was killed by a sniper on a Tuesday Wesley Thom-
as Fortenberry, Eric T. Jimenez Tyanna Jackson Jeremy L.Bohannon Josiah Weaver Christopher T. Niedel-
berger Scott Kirpatrick William Edwards Alicia Burchett Fernando Santos Jason K. La Fleur Alexander Da-
vid Eric Lill Travis Jacsson Justin Penrod Stanley T. McReynolds CorrieTyler Michael Sharp Joseph L.Bailey shot 
dead on a Thursday Shot himself in the head on a Friday Matthew T. La Forest Alexander Rosa Junior Matthew 
O'Grady blown up by a suicide bomber on a Saturday Sean G. OMalley Killed by his own troops on a Sunday 
JackT.Hennesy, Andrew W Brown, Michael Voss, Morgan Jacobs, Christopher L. Potts Blake C. Stephens Wal-
ter Connel Curtis Hall Darren J. Cunningham, Rodney Jones, Joshua Titcomb, Tyler Prewitt, Gina Sparks Wil-
liam Farrar Junior, Michael Frank, Bradley Connor Richard C. Gilmore, Courtney Johnson, Maria  Ortiz, Ste-
ven Wilson, Cory Willens Steven Rintamaki, Adam Harris, Benjamin K. Smith Christopher Ebert Thomas 
Rosenbaum James W. Price David BurridgeA ndrewJ.Bacewich Jeremiah di Giovanni, John C. Russell Erik Kes-
terson Alexandder Weatherby, Michael A. Martin Phillip Neal Daniel A. Fuentes Damian Lopez Rodriguez 
Ryan S. Dallam Anthony Palermo Junior. Benjamin J. Colgan Steven Acosta Michael Wheeler Joseph Norquist 
Michael Davis Robert H. Dembowski Casey Nash Joey Sams Steven Jewell Juan T. Lopez Fernando Santtos Christian 
Galleggo Rojas Sean B. Fisher Nicolas A. Gummersall Eric D. Cottrell Salomon Rilley killed on a Monday Salomon Rilley 
killed by an IED on a Monday Alexander Rojas Juan M Alcatara Dustin Wakefield Andre Craig Darryl Booker Mar-
shall A. Guitierrez Shane Harris Justin Dreese Ralph Porras John Carrol David Gordon Eduardo Zayas Jordan Pierson 
Dwayne E. Williams William Thorne Daniel Schmidt Dolan Thomas Brandon Wallace Ryan King Michael Davis Robert 
H. Dembowski Casey Nash Joey Sams Steven Jewell Juan T. Lopez Fernando Santtos Evan Bixler Stephen Morris Sean B. 
Fisher Thomas Vandling William Spencer Michael Crutchfield Eric Wilkus Jay S. Moon David Dietrich Douglas Tinsley 
Edward Shaffer Junior Louis T. Ayala Joseph Strong Jason Whitehouse Jason Corbett Jason Patton Jason Kessler Jason 
Ryan Jason Door JasonLewis Jason Nathan Jason Schuman JasonHarkins JasonVaughn Jason Beadles Jason O. Morales 
Jason R. Arnette Jason Swiger Jason Garth De Frenn Jason Franco Jason Shoemaker Jason Aberle Jason Guntherman 
Jason Anderson Jason Williamson JasonHermanson JasonAlterman JasonEcklesson Nicolas A. Gummersall Eric 
D. Cottrell Russel Collier Benjamin J. Colgan Steven Acosta Michael Wheeler Joseph Norquist  and 200 more.
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Performance: 

The Now Ensemble 

     Sarah Chalfy                                 soprano
     Alex Sopp                                      flute
     Sarah (Phillips) Budde                clarinet
     Marc Dancigers                            guitar
     Michael Mizrahi                           piano
     Peter Rosenfeld                             bass

Recording: The Firehouse Studio, New Haven, CT, 
12/9/2006, 8/3/2012

Apology 
(to the Next Generation)

Sam Smith
Editor, Progressive Review



Text

AN APOLOGY 
TO YOUNGER AMERICANS

By Sam Smith
In observance of the approaching 66th anniversary of my ar-
rival on this planet I would like to apologize to you on behalf 
of my generation. 

Even members of Confederacy had the grace to secede from 
the union; my generation has remained within like a deadly 
virus, subverting it, shaming it, screwing it, stealing from it, 
and finally strangling it.

It will likely be known as the worst generation. And so, on be-
half of all my fellow members of America’s crummiest genera-
tion, I make this humble confession.

I apologize for Bhopal and Three Mile Island and, in advance, 
for all the biological, chemical or nuclear disasters that will 
occur without the slightest help from a terrorist.

I am truly sorry for Martha Stewart, the Washington Post, 
Howard Stern, the Brookings Institution, and Bill O’Reilly.

I regret any lasting infirmities - such as the loss of the repub-
lic - that occurred unnoticed while the country’s elite was 
sedated by “Morning Edition,” C-SPAN, Jim Lehrer, and Ted 
Koppel.

I am profoundly embarrassed by the way we destroyed the 
public school system of our country.

I regret that we got the Muslim world so mad at us and that 
we couldn’t come up with any better solution than to get it 
madder.

I am sorry about all the extra hurricanes, tornados, and 
heat waves that have occurred while we continued to debate 
whether there was anything called global warming.

I apologize for those scientists who thought coming up 
with new ways to destroy humanity was a good use of their 
time.

I am really sorry that we inflicted upon you the likes of 
George Bush and Bill Clinton.

I am sorry for paying more attention to our Humvees on 
the Tigris and Euphrates than to our levees on the Missis-
sippi.

I apologize for the Harvard Business School and the Yale 
Law School and all the deplorable effluvia from the same.
 
I regret our having passed more new laws in the past three 
decades than during the first two hundred years of the 
American nation.

I regret that you are now regarded as a potential terrorist, 
addict, or sexual predator more often than you are consid-
ered a valued citizen.

I am truly sorry we could make no greater contribution to 
philosophy than the justification of greed in the guise of 
free market economics, the sanctification of imperialism 
in the name of nation building, and the notion that it takes 
only 12 steps to solve all your problems.

I am truly sorry for what we have done to childhood, in-
cluding over-scheduling it, replacing Kermit with Barney, 
teaching children excessive fear and absurd competitive-
ness, diagnosing them into drug dependency, and punish-
ing them for drawing ‘inappropriate’ pictures in the mar-
gins of their textbooks.

And now that we’ve gotten all that out of the way, it is time 
to move on and put it all behind us. After all, while we 
may have created this mess, it is your task to clean it up. Of 
course, if you need any advice, don’t hesitate to ask.



 Upon This Hill
 (2004)

Performance: 

Le Train Bleu conducted by Ransom Wilson.

     David Graeber                          narrator
     David Southorn                        violin 1
     Owen Dalby                              violin 2 
     Margaret Dyer                          viola
     Mihai Marica                            cello
     Tony Flynt                                 double bass.
     Chris Matthews                        flute
     Carl Oswald                              oboe
     Paul Cho                                    clarinet
     Brad Balliett                              bassoon
     Hugo Moreno                           trumpet
     Jacqueline Adams                    french Horn
     David Friend                            piano

Recorded: KAS Studios, 2/4/2013
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From “The True Levellers Standard Advanced: Or, The 
State of Community Opened, and Presented to the Sons of 
Men.” Gerrard Winstanley (1649)

  In the beginning of time god made the earth to be a 
common treasury to preserve beasts, birds, fishes and 
man. Not one word was spoken in the beginning that 
one branch of mankind should rule over on another.

  But since human flesh began to delight himself in the 
objects of the creation more than in reason or righ-
teousness, selfish imaginations taking possession of the 
five senses set up one man to teach and rule over one 
another and thereby the spirit was killed and man was 
brought into bondage and became a slave to such of 
his own kind.

  And hereupon the land was hedged into enclosures 
by the teachers and rulers. The people were made 
servants and slaves and the earth was bought and sold 
and kept in the hands of a few. In this the great creator 
was dishonored as if he were delighted in the comfort-
able livelihoods of some and rejoiced in the miserable 
poverty and straights of others.

  And the earth has been enclosed and bought and sold 
not by a law of righteousness but by selfishness and 
greed and by open and violent force. Wherefore is it 
that war after war afflicts all the nations of the earth 
and wherefore are men so mad to destroy one another.

  But only to uphold civil property of honor dominion 
and riches over one another. 

  This is the curse creation groans under waiting for deliv-
erance. Those who have property have got it by murder or 
theft and all landlords live in the breach of the seventh and 
eighth commandments though shalt not steal nor kill. 

  And their oppression is manifest thus: By their subtle and 
covetous wit they got the plain hearted poor poor to work 
for them for small wages and by their work got a great 
increase. For the poor by their labors lifts up tyrants to rule 
over them. And by their covetous wit they have outreached 
to the plainhearted in buying and selling and thereby en-
riched them selves but impoverished others. Or else by their 
subtle wit they have forced people to pay money for a public 
use and have divided much of it into their private purses 
and thus have got it by oppression. 

  Then secondly for murder they have by subtle wit and 
power pretended to preserve the people in safety by the 
power of the sword. And what by large pay much free 
quarter and other booties which they call their own they get 
much monies and with this they buy land and then become 
landlords and if once landlords then they rise to be justices 
rulers and state governors as experience shows. But all this 
is a bloody and subtle thievery countenanced by a law that 
covetness made and is thus a breach of the eighth com-
mandment thou shalt not steal and the seventh command-
ment, thou shalt not kill.

  And we will not free ourselves from that bondage of civil 
property by force of arms for that we abhor. For it is your 
work to kill one another. And if we give our blood into thy 
hand for thee to spill know this:  by working and sharing 
our work we endeavor to lift up creation. And thus is the 
reason for why we have begun to dig upon this hill.

Text



The recording and production of all tracks 
was overseen by Conor Brown.

More information about the works, 
performers and texts can be found at 
www.johnhalle.com/outrages.and.interludes.

Innova is supported by an endowment from the 
McKnight Foundation.
www.innova.mu

Philip Blackburn, director
Chris Campbell, operations manager
Steve McPherson, publicist

Cover art, Matt Gonzalez

Booklet design by Micha Archer



John Halle teaches music theory at Bard College Conservatory 
of Music. Formerly on the faculty at Yale, his music appears on 
recordings by Cygnus Ensemble, Ethel, New Millenium and the 
Common Sense Composers’ Collective of which he is a found-
ing member. Previously a jazz pianist, he has performed with 
Sonny Stitt, Eddie Henderson and Tom Harrell.  His writings on 
politics, the arts and culture have appeared in New Politics, Ja-
cobin, Counterpunch, Truth-Out and the New Haven Register.


